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Let there be :qo dancing�. Let there Le ·no,, singingt 

Let there he no playing'o{ iri$truments·, 
nor clapping of hands, nor gnashing of teeth. 
Let there he no strange cries. of excitement. 

CODEOfMANU 
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The mouth of a woman is always pure. 
So too is the bird as it plucks the fruit. 

The calf is pure when the mother cow's milk flows, 
and the hound that has caught the deer is pure. 

CODEOFMANU 
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Brahm.a has two forms: 
the phenomenon and the noumenon 
Again, the mortal and the immortal 

Again, the fixed and the fluid 
Again 

The actual and the hypothetical 
UPANISHADS 
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THE AU,GHlNG ctoc,� AND THE. IDLE' WITNESS 



Of old, I bestowed life on Adam, 
hut he forgot, and ate the forbidden fruit. 

I saw no faith in him.

KORAN 
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Ey Parvuttee! Parvuttee veyshyah-sey 

sumvhaushun punyeh hey, paupeh nushow hey! 

0 Thou of Mountainous Breasts! 

To have carnal intercourse with the goddess Parvuttee 

is a virtue which destroys all sin. 

ALLEN EDWARDS: JEWEL IN THE LOTUS 
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Sudanese sheylms by strict ciut0,m would 
tetidei- ,.their semen:,: carefully 'p;nse�J.� ros,ewa:te1\i;0

as evidentt fealty and 'puwet� 

ALLEN .WAlU>S: Jff'Bt IN :(Rl{i:rfTUS. 



IJ5-=RETRIBUTION OF THE ROSE 
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Truly, nutQis like the mighty tree, 
\otd of the fored·."'2

/'" 

His hair is its ·abundant f@liage, 
his skin enfolds him as the bark, 

the blood runs from his skin as the 
resin springs from the bark. 

And. the blo.od. that flows from slain man 
is as tab, •di�, of ,tlie t.r.,e I' :!elloo. 

UPANlSBAl)S 
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And the light that shines above the 

heavenly vault, the support. of all creation, 
the support of the universe, in the supreme and 

highest realms, i none other than the 

light that dwells in the human body. Its actual 
manifestation is the warmth that is felt when 

the flesh is touched. 

UPANISHADS 



* PHOTOGRAPHER'S NOTE

BY EIKOH HOSOE 

Barakei began one day in September 1961 as a result of 
an assignment from the Japanese publishers, Kodansha. 
I was asked to photograph Yukio Mishima for the jacket 
and frontispiece of Mishima's first book of critical essays, 
which Kodansha were about to publish. 

I only knew ofYukio Mishima by name, but I had never 
actually met him. Nor was I acquainted with Mr. Kawa
shima, the editor from Kodansha, who had called me. I 
was curious as to why I had been given such an important 
assignment and was told by the editor over the telephone 
that I had been chosen at Mishima's specific request. 

The question still remained as to why Mishima had 
chosen me. Soon I was to visit Mishima with the editor 
and I hoped to clarify the reasons for Mishima' s request 
and at the same time I hoped to be able to photograph 
him. A taxi was chartered to take us to Mishima's house 
and we drove for about thirty minutes from central Tokyo 
towards Oomori Station. The cab suddenly turned in front 
of a public bath-house, then followed a narrow path and 
turned sharply in front of Mishima's remarkable house. 
My first impression was that it was located in strange 
surroundings and that it was particularly ostentatious. 

After opening the iron gate, there were a few steps and a 
straight approach of about twenty feet to the front door. 

To the left was a pure Japanese house and to the right 
was a flat lawn. In the center of the lawn was a zodiac in 
a mosaic of black and white marble about five feet in 
diameter. On the veranda, Mishima, half-naked and wear
ing dark glasses, was sunbathing in a white garden chair. 
There was a tray of tea on the table and a half-finished 
grapefruit. It appeared that Mishima had just finished his 
breakfast, alone at two o'clock in the afternoon. 

After bowing in formal greeting, Mishima began to speak 
out as if he already knew my first question. "I loved your 
photographs of Tatsumi Hijikata. I want you to photo

graph me like that, so I asked Mr. Kawashima to contact 
you," Mishima said. 

'"Mr. Mishima, do you mean I can photograph you in 
my own way?" I asked. 

"I am your subject matter. Photograph me however 
you please Mr. Hosoe," he replied. 

All my questions and anxiety faded. 
Tatsumi Hijikata is one of my great friends and he was 

very close to me at that time. He was the originator of 
Ankoku Butoh Ha, The Black Dance School and he was 
the originator of Butoh, a form of dance that is now known 
worldwide. He was devoted to Mishima's writing. In 1959 
his first major dance performance in Tokyo was based on 
Mishima's novel Kinjiki, Forbidden Colors. Tatsuhiko 
Shibusawa, a poet and authority on the Marquis de Sade, 
who was close to both Mishima and Hijikata, wrote that 
Hijikata had thrilled Mishima. 

My photographs of Hijikata to which Mishima referred 
were from a catalog for Kinjiki and another dance per
formance from 1960. It was published as A Photographic 
Collection dedicated to Tatsumi Hijikata and it included 
a number of photographs from Man and Woman, my 
second exhibition, which was held at the Konishiroku Photo 
Gallery in Tokyo in 1960. Mishima never wanted a banal 
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* "portrait of the author." In offering himself as the "�uh- *



* ject matter " of my photographs, he wanted to become a * becoming clearer. I thought I would use whatever Mishima * * 

dancer himself. loved or owned to form a document on the writer. How-
· I was still in my twenties at the time, so I was young ever the interpretation and expression would be my own.

and naive. I was unable to distinguish between an inter- After the first shooting I had referred to an iconoclastic
national literary figure and a dancer. Mishima's father act but I was in fact suggesting a creative process through
happened to be watering the garden, so I grabbed the destruction. I wanted to create a new image of Yukio
hose, and I wrapped Mishima in it. Later the garden, Mishima through my photography.
which was a peaceful family place, became a kind of nude After the second or third session I asked Hijikata to
theater in which Hijikata also participated. Mishima's wife, co-operate with me. Hijikata lent me his dance studio and
Yoko, and his children had to leave the house when I together with his lover, Akiko Motofuji, they became models 
subsequently came to work with Mishima. I only discov- with Mishima. I created a special painted background
ered this later, but I still feel guilty towards his. family. based on Giorgione's Sleeping Venus with the upper half
It was Mishima's policy that this work and his family were of the Venus removed. It was of course quite out of fashion
quite separate. in portrait studios to use a painted backdrop, so m� spe-

However, the first session beg�n in front of Mishima's cial order for the studio caused great excitement I for a
wife and his father. I completely wrapped his body in the scenery painter. I believed that the soul of a ma� was
hose and kept him standing in the center of the zodiac residual in his property, and that his spirit was esp<fially
where he was planning to erect a statue of Apollo. I asked evident in the art and the possessions that surrou;nded
him to look up and concentrate on the camera which I him. I thought that Mishima's Venus would be born by
was holding on a ladder above. When I had arranged the merging his flesh with the half-painted Sleeping Venus. I
composition and was ready to shoot, Mishima said, "I also needed a woman who had the image of the holy virgin.
have a special ability. I can keep my eyes open for min- I discovered that image in Kyoko Enami, a young movie
utes." It was true. He didn't blink until I had exposed actress known to both Mishima and myself.
two roles of film. I asked him to lie on the zodiac and I Some of the photographs from Barakei were first ex-
photographed him from a low angle on the ground. Then hibited in January 1962 in the group show Non which was
I asked him to walk slowly, with the hose still wrapped held at the Matsuya Department Store in Tokyo. The
around him, and to lie down in the narrow space between exhibition, organized by the young critic Tatsuo Fuku-
the wall of his home and his neighbor's house. I continued shima, contained work by several photographers includ-
shooting for about an hour. ing Hisae Imai, Y asuhiro lshimoto, Kikuji Kawada, lkko

"'I have never been photographed like this," he said. Narahara, Akira Sato and Shomei Tomatsu. The series
"Why did you do it this way?" was only half-finished at the time and I had no major

"This is the destruction of a myth," I replied. intentions to exhibit or publish the work. It was only as
"You should wrap a hose around Sato," he laughed, a result of Fukushima's encouragement that I agreed to

referring to Haruo Sato, who was then considered a lit- show any of the work. The rough title that I was consid-
erary giant in Japan. ering was Yukio Mishima and Himself. I thought my title

After I left Mishima, I thought perhaps I had gone too was too dull, so when the exhibition was about to take
far. A week later I gave the editor prints of ten photo- place I asked Mishima to provide a title. The next day he
graphs. I told Daido Moriyama, who was then my assist- sent me a letter with eight possibilities: Excuse of Suffer-
ant, that I was afraid that Mishima would become annoyed ing, A Man and A Rose, A Fugue of Nightmare, A Vari-
with me. After a further two days I received a call from ation of Ordeals, Death and Loquacity, Barakei, A Fugue
Mr. Kawashima saying that Mishima was very pleased with of Death and Laughter and Yukio M ishima and Himself.
the photographs and that he thanked me very much. Ko- The word Barakei immediately impressed me. Each of
dansha asked if I would also design the book, even though the word's Chinese characters or kanji was beautiful in
I had no experience. I immediately accepted and the book form and sound, and moreover the title fully expressed
of Mishima's essays was published by Kodansha under the the content. Bara means rose and kei means punishment.

title The Attack of Beauty on 15 November 1961. It was Translated literally, the title would be The Punishment

my first book design. of a Rose. When the work was first published as a book
I continued to be excited by the photographs of that in 1963, I decided after consulting Mishima, that the Eng-

day and I made up my mind to ask Mishima to be my lish title would be Killed by Roses.
model. I thought he would accept. He did so without hes- I wanted to explore a theme of life and death through
itation over the telephone and I made an appointment for Mishima's body and flesh, but the idea was never concrete
a new session. When I arrived for the second visit I re- at the start. However, as Mishima wrote in his preface,
member that his wife and family were out. He showed me the most significant element of the theme was established
a number of reproductions of Italian Renaissance paint- in the final section of the book. In fact the early sections
ings, including work by Botticelli and Raphael. I remem- were photographed as the shooting sessions were coming
her in particular that he showed me Bernard Berenson's to an end and my concept had already been clearly es-
book on the Renaissance and several paintings of Saint tablished. This whole process of shooting and making the
Sebastian including a Raphael after which he said, "lsn 't concept explicit had lasted from the fall of 1961 until the
it beautiful, Mr. Hosoe ?" I thought the painting was mar- spring of 1962. When the project was crystalized I realized
velous but at the time I didn't know why the body of a I needed an infant to symbolize birth. I really wanted to
man dripping blood, where his breast had been pierced photograph Mishima's young son, but knew he would never 
by an arrow, should be beautiful. allow this. However, he did permit me to bring an anon-

* My intentions in photographing Mishima were gradually * ymous child into his house to use as a model. *



*

* 

Despite the fact that Barakei was a document of life
and death, I had a taboo about actually mentioning the

word death in regard to the theme of the book until the

fall of 1970. At the end of the summer of 1970 we had
changed the sequence and the layout of the work for pub

lication of a second edition. Mishima chose the titles for
each section and called the final chapter Death, then asked

for my approval. I accepted the suggestion at once, having

known all along that the essence of the last section was

morbid. Shortly after this decision, on 25 November 1970,
he commited suicide by seppuku at lchigaya Heights.

Recalling that day now, I have no doubt he was exer

cising an absolute will. The publication of Barakei in a 

new edition is my requiem to Yukio Mishima, who revealed 

his gorgeous flesh and supremely powerful body at the 

age of thirty-eight. Here is the perfect body of Mishima, 

who never admitted the decay of the flesh. 

* * * * 

THE PUBLISHING HISTORY 

The first edition of Barakei or Killed by Roses was pub
lished by Shueisha in Tokyo in 1963. The book design 

and the graphics for the first chapter, Prelude, were by 

Kohei Sugiura. This original edition is the edition from 

which any future editions will be derived. 

The second edition was published by Shueisha on 30 

January 1971 as an international edition. The hook was 

totally re-designed by Tadanori Y okoo in consultation with 

Mishima and myself. I wanted to renew the hook, add 
further elements, hut maintain the central theme. The 

conspicuous change was the design of the hook in a West

ern fashion, so that the pages were turned from the left 

and the text was horizontal. Mishima had always insisted 

that his writing he published in any Japanese publication 
in the traditional vertical fashion. However in this edition 

he compromised. With his own brush he produced cal

ligraphy for the title, the credits and the headings, which 
were then placed above Japanese type which was set hor

izontally. At first this looked strange to the ordinary J ap
anese reader, hut after a while we realized this produced 

a wonderful and original solution. Mishima also insisted 
that the first English title, Killed by Roses was not close 

enough to the original Japanese title Barakei. Killed by 

Roses was dead from that moment and Ordeal by Roses 

was born. 

The publication of the second edition was planned for 
November 1970, hut there were some delays over printing 

since I had instructed the printers, Nissha Co. in Kyoto, 

to repeat some proofs and change ink colors. Yokoo had 

also suffered an accident and was in hospital, unable to 
work. Y okoo later told me that Mishima visited him in 

hospital, not only to provide support hut to encourage 

him to finish the lay-out work despite his serious condi
tion. It was unusual for Mishima to act in such an impolite 

manner. Later, in view of subsequent events, I could un
derstand Mishima's anxiety that the hook might he de
layed until after November. Mishima did know how the 

final hook would look because a dummy copy and proofs 

were displayed in October in the exhibition Yukio Mi

shima, which was held at the Tobu Department Store in 

lkehukuro in Tokyo. Several of the photographs were 

*

* 

blown up and used in the exhibition in a section titled by

Mishima as River of the Flesh, beside which he wrote, "I 

will never admit the decay of the flesh." I wondered what 

he meant, since everybody, however much they dream of 

perpetual youth, has to accept the aging process sooner 

or later. Even if it was a literary effect, the statement was 
too emphatic. I never told Mishima of my impression. 

The news of his suicide crossed the world immediately. 
It was a terrible shock, whether I understood his motives 

or not. It was a complete surprise to realize that the pub

lication was timed to coincide with his death. I suggested 

to Shueisha that they should postpone the publication. I 

wanted to avoid publishing on a wave of sensationalism. 

Despite the fact that after the extraordinary events of his 

death, the hook would have sold very well, the chief ex

ecutives of Shueisha accepted my suggestion, while most 

of the Japanese press went almost crazy, selling the Mi

shima story daily. I would like to express my sincere ad

miration for Shueisha for making that decision in the 

circumstances. 

I subsequently received countless letters, telephone calls 

and cables from newspapers, magazines, television sta

tions and even radio stations, both in Japan and abroad, 
asking for my photographs of Mishima. I declined all their 

offers. The main reason was that the photographs from 

Barakei had no direct relationship to his suicide. If the 

photographs had been published carelessly or sensation

ally by a journalist who was skilled in the relationship 

between image and text, then no-one would he able to 

control the result. The honor of Mishima and also the 

integrity of photography had to he protected. 

I eventually received a call from Mishima's widow, ask
ing me to revive the publication of Barakei. Although she 

had been sympathetic to my desire to postpone the book, 
she said that her husband had been greatly looking for

ward to it, so I decided to proceed. The sensationalism 

receded, the printing and the binding were revived, and 

the second edition finally appeared the following January. 

This publication of the new edition of Barakei comes 

as the result of many requests from all over the world. 

There were many young people who knew of the title hut 
had never had the chance to see either of the previous 

editions, which are very rarely found even in Japan. I 

only have one copy of each myself. 

Kiyoshi Awazu designed the new edition with a new 

generation of readers in mind. It was a difficult challenge 

because of the existence of the previous two hooks. He 
succeeded in bringing Barakei hack to life, especially by 

the use of the hold colors, such as the combination of the 

imperial purple and the blood red. 

I have decided to refer to this new edition by its J ap

anese title. This will avoid confusion if it appears in sev

eral languages. Barakei is pronounced 'hara-kay' m 
English. Ordeal by Roses willremain as the sub-title. 

In this edition I have returned to the structure, the 

sequence and the chapter titles of the first edition. The 

book returns to its origins. It is my great wish that Barakei 

will receive new blood and other reincarnations to he 

inherited by future generations in further editions. 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all those 
who have been concerned with the publication of this new 

Barakei for their great support and cooperation. 

*

* 
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AFTERWORD BY MARK HOLBORN

* store, his debate with the radical left students at Tokyo * 

University in 1969, and his role as a movie actor are all
Barakei provides a glimpse of the interior world of a great theatrical gestures. The uniform of his Tate no Kai, Shie/,d

modern Japanese writer whose death by ritual suicide in Society, the youthful brotherhood of "beauty's kamikaze
1970 was the culmination of both a personal and political squad," suited an aesthetic rather than a strategic sub-
conflict. The year was a turning point in the transfor- version. The young men were not recruited to Mishima's
mation of modern Japan. The Osaka Expo marked Japan's private army, as the society was popularly described, but
new economic confidence, and the Revision of the Security to a stage production. They were ferocious, fanatical and
Treaty with the United States was eventually accepted. In delicate in accord with an erotic sensibility. In retrospect
a final speech, Mishima accused the nation of being "drunk so many of these gestures can now be seen as rehearsals
with prosperity." Mishima's death was greeted with some for a final, irreversible act. In his own film, Yukoku, based
disdain in Japan as a sensational act. However, the sub- on Patriotism, he enacted a suicide he had already de-
sequent publication of his final cycle of novels, The Sea scribed. He performed it on a set derived from a No stage
of Fertility, which had been conceived eight years earlier, before a scroll bearing the calligraphic character for Sin-
revealed that his death was a carefully considered act, a cerity. A suicide on a stage can become a moving and dis-
gesture of historical implication in perfect accord with the turbing spectacle. The suicide in the center of contem-
morbid and erotic aesthetic that pervades his writing. porary Tokyo with an alerted press at hand, momentarily
Barakei is the most explicit visual evidence of this aes- halted the nation and stunned the world. The convention
thetic. Constructed from the baroque interior of his own of theater enabled him to prepare and execute his death.
home, Barakei is a private world that reaches Death at It is as theater that he offered himself as the "subject mat-
its conclusion. The props that surrounded the writer were ter" for Hosoe's camera. Barakei should be viewed as a
the antithesis of the pure Japanese sensibility of under- performance under Hosoe's direction. The stage is the
statement and restraint. The excesses of his private en- territory of Mishima's imagination.
vironment are a measure of the turmoil of a brilliant man Barakei is remarkable because Hosoe has enabled
torn between East and West and profoundly disturbed by Mishima to drop the mask of successful writer. Only within
the mercantile course of his native culture. the conventions of a performance would Mishima display

Mishima came to represent much more than a literary himself. Contrary to the belief that this work is narcissistic,
figure. In the West he fulfilled popular notions of the war- it is the act of a shy man challenging himself with the most
rior creed. In Japan his postures embarassed a society severe task, to make public the morbid and erotic world
intent on an acceptable role in the international com- he inhabited. Barakei describes a world that eludes lan-
munity. His respect for the Emperor touched a core of guage. The final paragraph of Runaway Horses describes
nationalism that had not been witnessed since 1945. His the sunrise over a cliff as the hero, facing the sea, plunges
complexity is reflected in the contradictions of his society, a blade into his body. Barakei begins where that para-
which constantly reasserted its past while probing the fu- graph ends.
ture. Mishima placed himself astride the tension between By submitting himself as "subject matter," Mishima
past and future, East and West, and decided that a course made an unusual abdication. He took on a masochistic
of action, rather than the practice of literature, was the role, entrusting himself to Hosoe's almost sadistic au-
only resolution. thority. Hosoe has constructed the world of Barakei as

Mishima has attracted more attention in the West for an interior map composed of landmarks-fragments of
the manner of his death than for the quality of his writing. history and art. The ghost of Saint Sebastian, who obsessed
In a tribute, Yasunari Kawabata, the Nobel Prize winner Mishima ever since he was aroused by Guido Reni's paint-
and Mishima's former teacher, said that only once in five ing, hovers amongst the baroque props, the clocks and the
hundred years would a writer of Mishima's stature emerge. mosaic zodiac of his home. Mishima lies wrapped on the
Yet Mishima's books are still sold on the sensationalism zodiac, ensnared in his contradictions. He sits in samurai
of hi� physique, with headband and sword. He has been loincloth at a marble-topped Spanish table, or lies on an
packaged as a fierce writer in the guise of an anachronistic extravagant stone seat, his muscles glowing, a rose at his
warrior. The truth that surfaces is that Mishima was a head and his Levis at his waist. Hosoe has uncovered
complex and contradictory figure, reclaiming a traditional Mishima's creative epicenter, a point on a fault line be-
ethic in a transformed society. tween East and West, a most dangerous yet vital place.

Mishima habitually wrote during the night, probably Mishima is said to have delivered his final lines for The

every night. Through remarkable discipline he was able Sea of Fertility cycle on the day of his death. The cycle
to live more than one life. Literature was a solitary noc- is explicit, urgent, and includes a masterpiece, Spring

turnal practice; the day and sunlight, in particular, offered Snow. In those last months he worked furiously to realize
the opportunity to become a ··man of the body." He cul- a monumental edition of Barakei. This is its successor.
tivated both language and his flesh fervently, constantly Hosoe penetrated the outer masks to expose the final
aware of the abstraction of words and the tangible, ex- view-the savage eyes and the lyrical rose. He has granted
tern.al frame of his body. The more he described a decisive us access to the imagination of an extraordinary subject,
course of action like the suicide in his story Patriotism or an achievement seldom attempted through photography.
the assassination in his novel Runaway Horses, the more The contrived and layered forms of the photographs are
inadequate seemed the descriptive power of art, and the in perfect correspondence to the layers of the subconscious
greater the gulf between art and action. Through theater he has crossed.
the conflict could be resolved. Mishima's Modern No Plays This private theater serves us well if it draws us back
serve as a bridge between a traditional literary convention to The Sea of Fertility, his testament. His language should
and Mishima's innovative power. He believed that theater, be read again before judgments are passed on the terrifying
even with its theoretical structure and false blood, could conclusion of this course of action, when the line between
be more profound than real life. theater and reality was crossed and the blood that spilled

* The staging of his final exhibition in a Tokyo department * was real. *
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